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Bayesian conformational analysis of ring molecules
through reversible jump MCMC
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In this paper, we address the problem of classifying the conformations of m-membered rings using
experimental observations obtained by crystal structure analysis. We formulate a model for the data
generation mechanism that consists in a multidimensional mixture model. We perform inference for
the proportions and the components in a Bayesian framework, implementing a Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) reversible jump algorithm to obtain samples of the posterior distributions. The
method is illustrated on a simulated data set and on real data corresponding to cyclo-octane
structures. Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For a given compound it is of interest to study what are the
preferred geometrical conformations of the corresponding
molecules. The conformational classification of structures
and, in particular, the understanding of the factors that
determine the molecular structure of a particular compound
are important, since ideally they would allow for a rational
design of complexes with specific and predictable properties; see Reference [1].
On the one hand, molecular mechanics combined with
energy considerations allow us to define, for some particular
structures, a given number of canonical conformations. For
example the ten canonical conformations deduced by Reference [2] for cyclo-octane are represented in Figure 1. However, it is known from experimental data that some of these
canonical conformations are almost never observed, and
that, in contrast, some new conformations may appear.
These new conformations usually appear as deformations
of the canonical ones. Statistical descriptive methods have
been employed as a complement to molecular mechanics
computations, to detect and identify the preferred conformations in a given compound, that is to cluster the observed
structures into a number of conformations. A review of
different statistical methods for conformational analysis
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can be found in Reference [3]. These methods generally
take a data analysis approach where no model is assumed
for the data generation mechanism, and all the conclusions
rely on the correlation structure or the similarity structure of
the data. Cluster analysis and principal components analysis
are examples of such methods.
In this paper, we address the problem of conformational
classification of m-membered rings, from the observation of
crystallographic data consisting in the torsion angles for a
number of structures. In contrast to previously proposed
methods, an essential step in our approach consists in
specifying a probabilistic model for the observed sequences
of torsion angles. This probabilistic model is a mixture model
with an unknown number of components. We perform a
Bayesian analysis by implementing the Reversible Jump
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methodology proposed
by Reference [4], to obtain samples of the posterior distribution of the parameters, and infer on the conformations along
with their frequencies of occurrence. We take into consideration, both in the specification of the prior distributions and in
the updating steps of the MCMC algorithm, the geometrical
restrictions that link the m torsion angles of an m-membered
ring.
Section 2 describes the data. In Section 3, a model is
formulated for the data generation mechanism, including
the specification of prior distributions for the parameters.
Section 4 describes the applied methodology. The results of
our method on a simulated dataset and on real a dataset
corresponding to cyclo-octane previously investigated by
Reference [5] are presented in Section 5. Finally some conclusions are drawn in Section 1 while the Appendix contains
a description of the structure of m-membered rings used for
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Canonical forms of cyclo-octane.
the MCMC algorithm, together with the expression of the
acceptance probabilities associated to the different move
types in the reversible jump MCMC algorithm.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) is a powerful tool
that provides chemists, access to a large amount of crystallographic structural data. Users of the CSD can retrieve the
structures that match a given criterion from the database, for
example all the cyclo-octane structures, and can obtain the
crystallographic data that characterize each of these structures.
An important set of characteristics associated to a given mmembered ring structure consists in the m-associated torsion
angles; see Appendix A.1.1 for a precise definition. These data
can be retrieved from the CSD and we will assume that
inference is to be made on the conformations and their
frequencies of occurrence based on a sample of n structures
for each of which we observe the sequence of m torsion angles.
In particular, in Section 5, we will carry out the conformational classification of a sample of 31 cyclo-octane structures
retrieved from the CSD. This dataset was previously analyzed
by means of cluster analysis by Reference [5].
We want to emphasize some important issues related to
the data: assume that we retrieve from the CSD the torsion
angles corresponding to an m ¼ 8 membered ring built of
consecutive atoms A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; A8 .
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

For this single structure, the data consist in the sequence
ðTorðA1 ; A2 ; A3 ; A4 Þ; TorðA2 ; A3 ; A4 ; A5 Þ; . . .
TorðA7 ; A8 ; A1 ; A2 Þ; TorðA8 ; A1 ; A2 ; A3 ÞÞ ¼ ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; 7 ; 8 Þ
that is the torsion angles computed from four consecutive
atoms, where the starting atom is varying through the whole
ring. However, from the retrieved data it is impossible to
know what was the atom that was chosen as a starting point
to begin measuring the torsion angles. Concretely, this
means that, for the same structure, the data could as well
be ð2 ; 3 ; . . . ; 8 ; 1 Þ, ð3 ; 4 ; . . . ; 1 ; 2 Þ or any of the cyclical
translations of ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; 7 ; 8 Þ.
Moreover, the perspective from which the molecule is
being measured can either be from above or from below.
This implies that, for the same structure, the sequence
of torsion angles can be read in a clockwise or counterclockwise manner.
Finally, if a given conformation is present in the
compound, its mirror image can also be found. As a
consequence, and as described in Reference [6], the two
sequences of torsion angles ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; 7 ; 8 Þ and
ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; 7 ; 8 Þ can be met but shall be considered
to correspond to equivalent conformations.
These three aspects of the retrieved data will be
taken into account when we formulate our model in
Section 3.
J. Chemometrics 2005; 19: 412–426
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3. THE INGREDIENTS OF OUR MODEL
3.1. Notations related to vectors
To denote a d-dimensional vector ðv1 ; . . . ; vd Þ we use the
notation v1:d . If a vector v of length k  m is built up from
binding a number k of m-dimensional blocks, we will use the
matrix notation vi;j to denote the jth element of the ith block,
the notation vi;1:m to denote the ith block and v ¼ v1:k;1:m to
denote the whole vector.

3.2. The initial model
Assume that we have retrieved n structures from the CSD,
and denote by  ð1Þ ; . . . ;  ðnÞ the n associated m-dimensional
vectors of torsion angles. We assume that they correspond
to independent and identically distributed realizations
from a mixture law with density  ! fðÞ, described in
Equation (1).
Consider  ¼ 1:m , the m torsion angles that are observed
for a given structure. We assume that  is generated from a
mixture of an unknown number k of components. These k
components correspond to perturbations of the conformations that can be met for the considered structures. For
c ¼ 1; . . . ; k, the conformation c is described through an mdimensional vector of torsion angles c;1:m ¼ ðc;1 ; . . . ; c;m Þ
and we denote by wc its unknown frequency of occurrence
for the considered kind of structure.
The observed sequence  is then generated from the
mixture density
fðÞ ¼

k
X

wc fð; cÞ

ð1Þ

c¼1

where  ! fð; cÞ is the density of  given the conformation c,
which is described in detail below.
We are interested in estimating the number k of conformations present for the structure, the associated torsion angles
c;1:m for c ¼ 1; . . . ; k, and the frequencies of occurrence
w1 ; . . . ; wk .

3.2.1. Description of the density of  given
the conformation C ¼ c
As described in Section 2, the output of the measurement
device which yields the observed  may correspond to a
different starting point, a different direction and an opposite
sign than the sequence c;1:m associated to the conformation
number c.
Consider an m-dimensional vector l ¼ ð1 ; . . . ; m Þ. The
effect of choosing a starting point s in f1; . . . ; mg, a direction
d, which equals 1 if the sequence is read clockwise or 1 if it
is read counter-clockwise, and choosing a sign  ¼ 1, is
described through the operator T s;d; which acts on l in the
following way:
Ts;d; l
¼   ðs ; ððs1 þ d1Þmod mÞ þ 1 ; . . . ; ððs1 þ dðm1ÞÞmod mÞþ1 Þ
ð2Þ
where for any integer j, j mod m denotes the remainder of the
integer division of j by m. Notice in particular that
T 1;1;1 l ¼ l.
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

As an example, consider the canonical conformation Boat–
Chair in Figure 1. As derived in Reference [2], the associated
sequence of torsion angles is
 ¼ ð65:0; 44:7; 102:2; 65:0; 65:0; 102:2; 44:7; 65:0Þ
It implies that, for example,
T 2;1;1  ¼ ð44:7; 65:0; 65:0; 44:7; 102:2; 65:0; 65:0; 102:2Þ
Finally, given that the structure was generated from conformation c, the observed sequence  is obtained, for a given
s; d; , from T s;d; c;1:m after an additive perturbation
" ¼ ð"1 ; . . . ; "m Þ, which is assumed to be a Gaussian variable
with covariance matrix 2c Idm .
As a conclusion, the density  ! fð; cÞ in Equation (1), is
fð; cÞ ¼

m
X X
1 X
fG ð; T s;d; c;1:m ; 2c Idm Þ
4m s¼1 d¼1;1 ¼1;1

ð3Þ

and  ! fG ð; T s;d; c;1:m ; 2c Idm Þ denotes the density of the
m-dimensional Gaussian law with mean T s;d; c;1:m and
diagonal covariance matrix 2c Idm .

3.2.2. Density of the observations
To sum up, the density of the observations  ð1Þ ; . . . ;  ðnÞ is
given by
!
n
k
X
Y
ðiÞ
wc fð ; cÞ
i¼1

c¼1

where fð; cÞ is defined in Equation (3).
Remark. The additive perturbation " may be seen as a
measurement error, but our modeling framework is as well
inspired by the model-based clustering approach in Reference [7], where mixtures of Gaussian variables are used as a
basis for clustering algoritms. In particular, the size and
shape of each cluster can be modeled by imposing a given
structure for the covariance matrix of the corresponding
Gaussian distribution. Assuming, as we do, the covariance
matrix of " to be diagonal but allowing the variance to vary
between conformations amounts to considering spherical
clusters of possibly different sizes.

3.3. Extension of the parameter space
For a given conformation, the parameters c;1:m that enter
Equation (3) cannot be freely chosen: for the corresponding
ring to be physically coherent, they must satisfy some
restrictions. These restrictions are not easy to express, but
it is necessary to have a control on them, on the one hand to
specify a reasonable prior distribution on c;1:m and on the
other hand, since we will need to be able to propose reasonable candidates for c;1:m in the MCMC algorithm.
We can guarantee that the physical restrictions are fulfilled
if we extend the parameter space to include as well the bond
angles and the atomic lengths of the molecule, and therefore
get a complete description of the conformation number c. For
a precise definition of torsion angles, bond angles and
distances, see Appendix A.1.1.
Consider an m-membered ring with consecutive atoms
A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Am . As in Appendix A.1.1, we denote by
k2; k1; k; kþ1 the torsion angle for the sequence of four points
Ak2 ; Ak1 ; Ak ; Akþ1 , by bk1; k; kþ1 the bond angle for the
J. Chemometrics 2005; 19: 412–426
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points Ak1 ; Ak ; Akþ1 , and by dk1; k the distance between Ak1
and Ak .
For the ring A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Am , we can compute m torsion
angles 1:m , m bond angles b1:m and m atomic lengths
d1:m as
1:m ¼ð1; 2; 3; 4 ; . . . ; m3; m2; m1; m ;
m2; m1; m; 1 ; m1; m; 1; 2 ;  m; 1; 2; 3 Þ

ð4Þ

b1:m ¼ ðb1; 2; 3 ; . . . ; bm2; m1; m ; bm1; m; 1 ; bm; 1; 2 Þ

ð5Þ

d1:m ¼ ðd1; 2 ; . . . ; dm1; m ; dm; 1 Þ

ð6Þ

These quantities are obviously related. In fact, as described
in Appendix A.1, an m-membered ring can be drawn by
choosing freely the first m  3 torsion angles, 1:m3 , the first
m  2 bond angles, b1:m2 , and m  1 atomic lengths, d1:m1 .
This fixes fully the relative positions of the m atoms in the
ring. The remaining angles and lengths can be uniquely
determined through the mapping
ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ ¼ Fð1:m3 ; b1:m2 ; d1:m1 Þ

ð7Þ

which is described in Appendix A.1.3.
As a conclusion, once we have fixed the number k of
components of our mixture model, we will consider the
extended parameter to be w1:k , 1:k;1:m , b1:k;1:m , d1:k;1:m and
21:k although the density of the observed variables  depends
only on w1:k , 1:k;1:m , and 21:k ; see Equations (1) and (3).

3.4. The prior distributions
3.4.1. The parameters k, w1:k and 21:k

For the unknown number of components, the variances of
the Gaussian perturbations and the mixture proportions, we
follow References [8] and [9], and choose the following
priors:
k  Uð1; kmax Þ
21 ; . . . ; 2k

are independent and

2i

3.4.2. The parameters , b and d
Given a value of k, we have to specify our prior distribution
on c;1:m , bc;1:m , and dc;1:m for c ¼ 1; . . . ; k and we want it to
charge only physically coherent molecules.
From Subsection 3.3, it is known that this can be done by
specifying a prior distribution for c;1:ðm3Þ , bc;1:m2 and
dc;1:m1 , and deduce the remaining angles and lengths
through the mapping F; see Equation (7). We therefore
choose, for all c ¼ 1; . . . ; k
c;1:ðm3Þ 


1:ðm3Þ

b
;
bc;1:ðm2Þ  Nð1:m2

b

d
dc;1:ðm3Þ  Nð1:m1
;

d

Uð; Þ

ð8Þ

Idm2 Þ1½b 2pﬃﬃﬃbﬃ

ð9Þ

Idm3 Þ1½d 2pﬃﬃﬃdﬃ

ð10Þ

i

i

and
ðc;1:m ; bc;1:m ; dc;1:m Þ ¼ Fðc;1:m3 ; bc;1:m2 ; dc;1:m1 Þ

ð11Þ

The choice of the prior for  does not favor any specific
conformation. On the contrary, the prior for the bond angles
is meant to incorporate chemical knowledge: for the
cyclo-octane dataset treated in Section 5 for example, it is
known that bond angles for cyclo-octane are centered
around 117 degrees, and present little variability; see for
example Reference [10], p36. The indicator notation used in
the prior distributions for the bond angles and the distances
indicate that we truncate the normal distributions and do not
consider values for which the distance to the mean is larger
than two standard deviations: we discard outliers for bond
angles or distances in order to charge only physically
reasonable molecules.
The final model is described through the DAG graph in
Figure 2.

4. THE METHODOLOGY

 IGði ; i Þ;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; k

ðw1 ; . . . ; wk Þ  Dð1; . . . ; 1Þ
where Uð1; kmax Þ denotes the discrete uniform distribution
on the integers between 1 and kmax , IGð; Þ denotes the
Inverse Gamma distribution with parameters ð; Þ, and
Dð1 ; . . . ; k Þ denotes the Dirichlet distribution with parameters ð1 ; . . . ; k Þ.

4.1. The Reversible Jump algorithm
We use a MCMC algorithm to obtain samples of the posterior distribution of the parameters. Given a target distribution , such an algorithm allows to simulate trajectories of an
ergodic Markov Chain with stationnary distribution  by
specifying how to choose the transition of the chain. The
Metropolis Hastings algorithm implements a specific way
to construct the transition: given a point of the chain, a

Figure 2. The DAG representation of our model.
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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candidate is proposed for the next point, from a userprovided candidate distribution and accepted or rejected
with a specific probability. For an extensive account on
MCMC methods see, for example Reference [11]. The Reversible Jump MCMC was introduced by Reference [4] as a
Markov chain algorithm for varying dimension problems. It
consists in a random sweep Metropolis-Hastings method
adapted for general state space, which is able to jump
between spaces of different dimensions. It was applied to
carry out Bayesian inference in one-dimensional GaussianMixture models with an unknown number of components in
Reference [8] and later in Reference [9], to which we refer for
more details about the implementation of the algorithm.
A complete sweep of the algorithm consists in a scanning
of the following move types:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

updating the weights w
updating the parameters ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ
updating the variance parameters 21:k
the birth or death of a component

4.2. Updating the parameters ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ
Assume that the previous sample was ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ, we
propose the candidate ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ, ensuring that it is
associated to a physically coherent m-membered ring. To do
so, we update ð1:m3 ; b1:m2 ; d1:m1 Þ following a Gaussian
Random Walk proposal,
1:m3  Nð1:m3 ; 2 Idm3 Þ

ð12Þ

b1:m2  Nðb1:m2 ; 2b Idm2 Þ

ð13Þ

d1:m1  Nðd1:m1 ; 2d Idm1 Þ

ð14Þ

and deduce the remaining parameters m2:m ; bm1:m and dm
using the F mapping described in Appendix A.1.3,

Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

4.3. Birth and death move
We choose with probability 0.5 between the birth or the
death of a component. The birth move consists in creating a
new component, by first drawing wkþ1  Beð1; kÞ. The candidate weights are then deduced through, for j ¼ 1; . . . ; k,
wj ¼ wj ð1  wkþ1 Þ. The remaining parameters for the new

component ðkþ1;1:m ; bkþ1;1:m ; dkþ1;1:m Þ and 2kþ1 are drawn
from their prior distributions, see the Appendix A.2 for
details, and appended to the current state parameters.
Finally the death move consists in choosing randomly a
component and deleting it from the current state, and
renormalizing the weights.
The expression for the acceptance probability for these
moves can be found in Subsection A.2.2.

4.4. Post processing of the output

Notice that the dimension changing move types used for
this application consist only in birth/death moves (d), and
do not include the split/merge moves considered in
Reference [8]. This last kind of move is not easy to implement efficiently in a multidimensional setting, we obtained
rather low acceptance rates and decided to discard them in
our final analysis. See [12] for a suggestion on how to
implement split/merge moves for multivariate mixtures.
At each iteration of the algorithm we either perform the
three fixed-k moves (a), (b), and (c) altogether or the birth/
death move (d). Each of these two possibilities is decided
upon with probability 0.5. Moreover, if we decide to perform
move type (d), we choose either birth or death of a component with probability 0.5.
As for move types (a) and (c), we follow Reference [9] and
choose multiplicative lognormal random walks for updating
the weights and the variances parameters, see also Reference
[13] for a detailed description.
In the following Subsection we describe in more detail the
updating of the parameters ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ in move type (b),
which requires involved computations in order to ensure
that the proposed parameters correspond to a physically
coherent molecule.

ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ ¼ Fð1:m3 ; b1:m2 ; d1:m1 Þ

Following the Metropolis Hastings algorithm, we then
accept the candidate with probability described in Appendix
A.2.

As described in References, for example [14], [15] or [16], the
invariance of the likelihood under arbitrary relabeling of the
mixture components leads to symmetries in the posterior
distributions of the parameters, which are therefore difficult
to summarize. In particular, the posterior marginal distributions are, for permutation invariant priors, indistinguishable.
One of the proposed solutions consists in imposing identifiability constraints on the parameter space through an ordering specification in the prior, for example on the weights
w1 <    < wk or in the case of one-dimensional mixtures
on the components means; see Reference [8]. However the
choice of the identifiability constraints is not unique and,
more importantly, this approach does not guarantee an
acceptable solution, since the chosen identifiability constraints may not break the symmetry of the likelihood
efficiently. Alternatively, post-processing algorithms of the
output of the MCMC trajectories, which involve a relabeling
of the mixture components, have been investigated; see
References [15] or [17].
We follow a post-processing algorithm proposed by
Reference [18], which intends to carry out, for each value
of the parameters provided by the sampler, a relabeling of
the components so that the relabeled sample points all agree
well with each other. More concretely, if ð1Þ ; . . . ; ðNÞ are the
N samples of the posterior distributions of the parameters
provided by the MCMC algorithm, the aim is to find
N permutations 1 ; . . . ; N which operate a relabeling
of each ð1Þ ; . . . ; ðNÞ such that the permuted parameters
ð1Þ
Þ; . . . ; N ð ðNÞ Þ present the same ordering of the
1ð
components.
The general algorithm suggested by Stephens requires the
definition of a divergence Dð ð1Þ k ð2Þ Þ between two parameters
ð1Þ
and ð2Þ , designed to be small when these are labeled ‘the
same way’. The algorithm (see Algorithm 3.1, p47, [18]), then
consists, starting with some initial values for 1 ; . . . ; N , in
iterating the following steps until a fixed point is reached
Step 1: Choose ^ to minimize
N
X

Dð t ð

ðtÞ

Þk ^Þ

t¼1
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Step 2: For t ¼ 1; . . . ; N choose
Dð t ð

t

ðtÞ

Notice that the permutations operators t , t ¼ 1; . . . ; N act
on a k-dimensional vector v1:k . However, the same notation
is used for the operators that permute the k blocks of a
ðk  mÞ-dimensional vector v1:k;1:m : mt ðv1:k;1:m Þ ¼ v t ð1:kÞ;1:m .
Before describing the post-processing algorithm, we
introduce a last notation; for i ¼ 1; . . . ; k, consider the
operator pi that picks up the ith m-dimensional block, in a
ðk  mÞ-dimensional vector l1:k;1:m :

to minimize

Þk ^Þ

Stephens suggests the following measure of divergence:
Dð

ð1Þ

k

ð2Þ

Þ¼

k

i
h


X
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð2Þ
 wi N :; i ; ð1Þ wi N :; i ; ð2Þ
i¼1

where  is a measure of divergence between two weighted
density functions based on the Kulback Leibler divergence.
In this case the two minimizations in Steps 1 and 2 above can
be carried out explicitly and yield the Algorithm 3.2, p49, in
Reference [18].
Notice that in our case, we have to adapt the general
algorithm above in order to take into account the possibly
arbitrary starting point, direction and sign of each component mean. Our algorithm therefore aims at finding, on the
one hand, for each ðtÞ , t ¼ 1; . . . ; N, an ‘optimal’ permutation
of the components labels, t and, on the other hand, for each
component mean, ‘optimal’ starting points st;1 ; . . . ; st;k in
f1; . . . ; mg, directions dt;1 ; . . . ; dt;k in f1; 1g and signs
t;1 ; . . . ; t;k in f1; 1g. Consider, therefore, the associated
operators Tt;1 ¼ T st;1 ;dt;1 ;t;1 ; . . . ; Tt;k ¼ T st;k ;dt;k ;t;k , see Equation
(2), we form the global operator T t;1:k ¼ ðTt;1 ; . . . ; Tt;k Þ which
acts block-wise on a vector 1:k;1:m of length k  m,

pi ðl1:k;1:m Þ ¼ ðli;1:m Þ
ðtÞ

To sum up, notice in particular that pi ð t ðT t;1:k ðl1:k;1:m ÞÞÞ is the
mean of the ith -component in the relabeled ðtÞ , where the
starting point, direction and sign have been changed according to Tt;i .
Algorithm 1 below is summarizing the suggested postprocessing algorithm, inspired by Reference [18], p49.

5. RESULTS
5.1. Simulated data
In this subsection, we test the performance of our method on
a simulated dataset. Concretely, a three components dataset
is simulated, where the three eight-membered conformations correspond to the CR, BB and TC conformations (see
Figure 1) present for cyclo-octane, for which we can find the
torsion angles in Reference [2]. The dataset was generated
from model Equation (1) (see also Equation (3)), where the
standard deviations of the perturbations were assumed to be
1 ¼ 2 ¼ 3 ¼ 10 degrees. The total number of structures in
the dataset is 60, with 10 CR structures, 20 BC structures and
30 TC structures.
In order to evaluate the benefit of taking into account
the physical restrictions, through the extension of the
parameter space as described in Subsection 3.3, we have also

T t;1:k ðl1:k;1:m Þ ¼ ðTt;1 l1;1:m ; . . . ; Tt;k lk;1:m Þ
The output of the post-processing algorithm is thus N
relabeled samples, where a change is allowed for in the
starting points, directions and signs of each conformation;
see Section 2 and in particular Equation (2)
 
 
 


ð1Þ
2;ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
; 1 T 1;1:k l1:k;1:m
1 w1:k ; 1 1:k
 ¼
ðNÞ


¼




N


ðNÞ
w1:k ;


N

2;ðNÞ

1:k



;

N ðT N;1:k



ðNÞ

l1:k;1:m



Algorithm 1 Relabeling the N samples associated to k components mixture
1: Set all permutations 1 ; . . . ; N to be identity permutations and operators T 1;1:k ; . . . ; T N;1:k to be identity operators.
2: Set
for all 1

i

^i ¼
w

k;
PN

for all 1

i

k
PN

for all 1

i

k;

^2i ¼

t¼1

^i;1:m ¼
l

t

t¼1


t

N


1X
ðtÞ
t w1:k ½i
N t¼1


 


ðtÞ
ðtÞ
w1:k ½ipi t T t;1:k l1:k;1:m
PN
ðtÞ
t¼1 t ðw1:k Þ½i

  
2
 



ðtÞ
ðtÞ
ðtÞ
^i;1:m k2
w1:k ½i m  t ½i þ kpi t T t;1:k l1:k;1:m
l
P
ðtÞ
m N
t¼1 t ðw1:k Þ½i

3: For each t ¼ 1; . . . ; N choose the optimal permutation t and the optimal operator T t of the form Equation (2), minimizing
k 
X
^ i Þ  ð1  t ðw1:k Þ½iÞlogð1  w
^iÞ
 t ðw1:k Þ½ilogðw
i¼1
ð15Þ

w t ½i  2
m
2
2
^
i Þ:þ 2 m t ½i þ kpi ð t ðT t;1:k ðl1:k;1:m ÞÞÞ  li;1:m k
þ t ðw1:k Þ½i logð^
2
2^
i
4: Stop when a fix point is reached, otherwise return to step (2).
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implemented the naive model that would consist in
ignoring these physical restrictions and the relations
between the eight torsion angles and, in the MCMC
algorithm, simply update 1:m following a Gaussian
Random Walk proposal,
1:m  Nð1:m ; 2 Idm Þ

ð16Þ

as opposed to Equations (12)–(14).
As for the prior distributions, both models share the
specification for parameters k, 21:k and w1:k ; see Subsection
3.4.1. More concretely, kmax ¼ 15, 21 ; . . . ; 2k are i.i.d IGð2; 40Þ
which centers i around 10 degrees. However, they differ in
the specification of the prior for 1:m .
For the full model, as described in Subsection 3.4.2, we
have chosen 1:ðm3Þ  1:ðm3Þ Uð; Þ, which does not
favor any conformation. The prior distribution for the
bond angles was based on chemical knowledge; see
Reference [10], p36, b1:ðm2Þ  1:ðm2Þ Nð117; 32 Þ. Finally
we know that all atoms in the chain are the same, and we
therefore assume that the distances are basically equal:
d1:ðm1Þ  1:ðm1Þ Nð1; :12 Þ.
For the naive model, we have simply specified
1:m  1:m Uð; Þ, it is a prior distribution that charges
also non-physically drawable molecules.
The MCMC Reversible Jump algorithm was run for
2 02 000 iterations and we kept the last 2000 points for
inference. The value of the constants involved in the proposal steps were tuned so that we obtained the following
reasonable acceptance rates for the different move types:
for the fixed-dimension moves (a), (b), and (c) in Subsection
4.1, the acceptance rate was close to 0.5, while the birth or
death moves presented an acceptance rate of approximately
6%. The mixing of the chain was satisfactory and a
shorter burn-period could as well have been chosen. Our
attempts with a shorter burn-in period yielded in fact similar
results.
The posterior distribution for k, the number of components
in the mixture, is presented in Figure 3. They both clearly
favor three components in the mixture.

In Table I, the first rows contain the true values of the
parameters of interest for the simulated dataset: Nc is the
number of structures simulated from each conformation, w
are the corresponding proportions,  represents the standard
deviation of the perturbation, while 1 ; . . . ; 8 are the theoretical torsion angles for the CR, BR, and TC conformations
reported in Reference [2].
The estimation results for the full model, which take into
account the physical restrictions through the F-mapping, as
described in Subsection 4.2, are presented in the middle of
the table, where the medians of the posterior distributions of
the parameters w1:3 , 1:3 and 1:3;1:8 are reported. Finally, the
same summary for the naive model, which does not take into
account the physical restrictions but uses the proposal (16), is
presented in the bottom of Table I.
Figures 4 and 5 present box plot-like diagrams for the
posterior distributions of the parameters of interest for both
methods. Seven horizontal lines are drawn for each box,
representing the percentiles 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 85, 90. Moreover wider, thicker horizontal lines are drawn for the values
of the parameter that were used to generate the simulated
dataset.
As a conclusion, on this simulated dataset, the results for
the full model described in this paper are very satisfying.
The three components are detected and correctly estimated.
On the other hand, the results are significantly better for
the full model than for the naive model: the standard
deviations are much better estimated and the dispersion
for the posterior distribution of the means is smaller. We
conclude that, even if the full model requires more involved computations, because of the evaluation of the F
mapping, the improvement is worth the increase in sophistication.

5.2. Cyclo-octane dataset
In Reference [5] measurements of torsion angles for
cyclo-octane were retrieved from the CSD and principal
component analysis and cluster analysis were carried out.
They consider in particular a dataset, labeled 8C1 in their

Figure 3. Posterior distribution for k, the number of components for the simulated dataset of
Subsection 5.1. (a) and (b) correspond respectively to the full and naive model, that is with/
without the F mapping and the physical restrictions.
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table I. True values of the parameters, and estimation results for the simulated dataset of Subsection 5.1.
Nc

wc

c

Identifiers

c;1

c;2

c;3

c;4

109.3
52.5
87.5

37.3
52.5
87.5

c;5

c;6

c;7

c;8

True values of the parameters used in the simulation of the dataset
30
20
10

0.5
0.333
0.167

10
10
10

TC
BB
CR

37.3
52.5
87.5

109.3
52.5
87.5

37.3
52.5
87.5

109.3
52.5
87.5

109.3
52.5
87.5

37.3
52.5
87.5

Estimation results for the full model which involves the F mapping to take into account the physical restrictions
0.49
0.34
0.16

16.61
11.71
21.5

TC
BB
CR

31.67
48.46
80.94

108.48
57.55
77.00

110.61
53.30
87.22

36.54
53.65
95.77

35.55
53.21
90.13

106.10
58.01
83.93

107.96
57.56
86.97

40.62
49.41
86.60

36.55
49.08
101.15

107.60
56.51
98.18

111.82
48.31
75.83

33.90
49.96
76.00

Estimation results for the ‘naive’ model, that does not take into account the physical restrictions
0.49
0.33
0.18

34.67
42.09
61.02

TC
BB
CR

41.01
52.92
94.67

109.55
46.60
71.32

108.76
59.44
107.79

39.50
46.29
78.33

The upper part of the table contains the values of the parameters that were used to simulate the dataset. The column labeled Nc contains the
number of structures that were simulated for each cluster, while wc denotes the corresponding proportion. The dataset was simulated from a
mixture of three conformations TC (Twisted-Chair), BB (Boat–Boat) and CR (Crown). The corresponding torsion angles are reported in the
columns c;1 to c;8 , while c denotes the standard deviation associated to each cluster. The middle part of the table contains the medians of the
posterior distributions of the parameters of interest, when the full model is used and the physical restrictions are taken into account. The bottom
part of the table contains the medians of the posterior distributions of the parameters when the simple, ‘naive’ is used, and the physical
restrictions are not taken into account

paper, consisting of 31 observations, of which 12 were classified as Boat–Chair (BC), 10 as two different components
both identified as ‘deformed’ BC, (in between BC and Twist–
Boat–Chair (TBC)) and finally 2 observations were classified

Figure 4. Simulated dataset of Subsection 5.1: Box plot-like
diagrams of the posterior distributions of the proportions
w1:3 and the standard deviations 1:3 associated to the
k ¼ 3 detected components. The plots (a) and (c) correspond
to the case when the full model is used, while the plots (b)
and (d) to the case when the ‘naive’ model is used. Seven
horizontal lines are drawn for each box, representing the
percentiles 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 85, 90.
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

as respectively Crown (CR) and Twist–Chair–Chair (TCC); 7
observations were not classified. The standard deviations
within the clusters seem to be centered around 15 degrees.
The results from Reference [5] are reported in Table 2: the
first column contains the index of the cluster, the second
column the number of elements in each cluster, the Refcode
is the reference code of the structure chosen as most
representative of the cluster, while the identifier column
contains the kind of conformation associated to the cluster
by the authors. Finally the columns c;1 ; . . . ; c;8 contain the
torsion angles of the representative member of the cluster,
that is the structure corresponding to the Refcode of the
third column.
These results will now be compared to the ones obtained
by applying the method described in this paper. The prior
distributions for the parameters were the same as in the
previous subsection for the simulated dataset (full model),
and the constants needed in the updating steps of the
MCMC algorithm were tuned to obtain similar acceptance
rates.
The posterior distribution for the number k of components
in the mixture is presented in Figure 6 from which we
deduce that k ¼ 6 or k ¼ 7 is the most likely value. The
post-processing algorithm was therefore carried out for
both values of k and no significant differences were found
concerning the main groups. We present here the results
obtained with k ¼ 7.
In Table III the mean values are listed for comparison with
Table II and in Figure 7 box plots of the posterior distributions are presented, where the 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 85 and 90
percentiles are indicated. In the box plots where the conformations are identified as being equivalent to a conformation obtained by Reference [5] (see Table II) a horizontal
black wide line has been drawn, which represents the value
of a representative member of the corresponding cluster
according to these authors.
Our results coincide basically with Reference [5]: the
preferred BC conformation is clearly identified (component
J. Chemometrics 2005; 19: 412–426
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Figure 5. Simulated dataset of Subsection 5.1: Box plot-like diagrams of the posterior
distributions of the components means c;1:8 , for c ¼ 1; 2; 3. The plots (a), (b) and (c)
correspond to the case when the full model is used, while the plots (d), (e) and (f) to the case
when the ‘naive’ model is used. Seven horizontal lines are drawn for each box, representing
the percentiles 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 85, 90. Moreover wider, thicker horizontal lines are drawn
for the values of the parameter that were used to generate the simulated dataset.

Table II. Results reported in Reference [5], for the cyclo-octane dataset under study.
c

Nc

wc

1
2
3
4
5

12
6
4
1
1

0.39
0.19
0.13
0.03
0.03

Refcode

Identifiers

BAGPII
BC
COVLUU
BC/TBC
SPTZBN
BC/TBC
DEZPUT
CR
EOCNON10
TCC

c;1

c;2

c;3

100.9 (10)
91.0 (9)
79.5 (4)
70.4
47.7

43.2 (11)
24.3 (18)
0.5 (21)
83.2
84.7

65.0 (8)
77.2 (10)
89.6 (24)
92.3
134.4

c;4

c;5

c;6

65.0 (8) 43.2 (11) 100.9 (10)
57.3 (10) 53.4 (7)
103.1 (13)
52.4 (7) 56.4 (13) 102.6 (32)
73.3
63.8
82.3
85.3
48.7
82.4

c;7

c;8

66.8 (10) 66.8 (10)
65.3 (12) 68.9 (8)
71.2 (15) 76.3 (36)
96.5
82.0
124.9
80.7

For each component index c, the number Nc of structures assigned to the component c and the corresponding proportion wc are given. The
refcode of the most representative structure of the cluster is reported, together with its observed torsion angles in the columns labeled c;1 –c;8 .
The identifiers column represents which kind of conformation present the structures in the cluster. The number in parenthesis for the first three
components represent the empirical standard deviations for each cluster

Table III. Cyclo-octane dataset of Subsection 5.2: medians of the posterior distributions for the proportions wc , the standard
deviations c and the components means c;1 –c;8 when k ¼ 7 components are chosen
c

wc

c

Identifiers

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.49
0.06
0.11
0.08
0.04
0.10
0.07

9.82
9.07
9.26
11.03
12.51
12.52
12.13

BC
BC/TBC
BC/TBC
Crown
TCC

Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

c;1
98.9
97.5
82.5
73.5
68.6
1.7
88.5

c;2
39.3
54.9
5.1
94.4
101.0
61.9
3.6

c;3

c;4

67.8
53.6
85.8
92.6
87.5
101.8
74.5

63.2
82.4
53.9
70.2
49.1
67.3
89.8

c;5
46.0
8.1
57.7
69.9
54.0
60.3
88.1

c;6

c;7

100.8
81.1
100.8
87.2
93.7
101.0
70.8

66.0
71.3
69.6
87.7
89.1
83.8
4.9

c;8
66.7
66.8
72.3
68.7
57.4
5.8
88.5
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1 in our results), and our conformations 2, 3, and 4 are
similar to their clusters with refcodes COVLUU, SPTZBN,
and DEZPUT (see Table II). As for the three remaining
components the high dispersion of the posterior distribution for the standard deviations and the corresponding low frequencies lead us to be cautious as for their
interpretation. Component no. 5, however, is somehow
similar to TCC identified in Reference [5]. Notice that this
dataset is particularly difficult to process since there are
few observations and some of the clusters only contain one
observation.

6. CONCLUSION

Figure 6. Cyclo-octane dataset of Subsection 5.2: posterior
distribution for k the number of components.

In this work a full Bayesian approach to conformational
classification of m-membered rings is proposed, based on
torsion angles measurements. We have proposed a
multivariate mixture model for the data generation
mechanism. We can see several advantages of a full Baye-

Figure 7. Cyclo-octane dataset of Subsection 5.2: Box plot-like diagrams of the posterior
distributions of the means, frequencies and standard deviations associated to k ¼ 7 components. For comparison with the results reported in Reference [5], see Table 2, when
appropiate, a horizontal black wide line has been drawn, which represents the value of a
representative member of the corresponding cluster according to these authors.
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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sian approach to this applied problem: on the one hand, it
easily allows to take into account, through an extension of
the parameter space, the physical restrictions and the
intricate relations these imply between the torsion angles.
On the other hand, we have been able to include chemical
knowledge as part of the prior specification. Moreover, the
output includes a measure of the uncertainty linked to the
inference procedure, which represents a useful information for chemists.
The implementation of the Reversible Jump algorithm,
combined with a post-processing of the sampler output,
provided quite satisfying results both for a simulated
dataset and for a real dataset of cyclo-octane structures,
though we did not consider a split/merge move as in
Reference [8], since it turned out to be difficult to
implement.
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APPENDIX
A.1. Relations between torsion angles, bond
angles and distances in an m-membered ring
A chemical structure can be described in terms of (xyz)
positions of its atoms in a Cartesian coordinate system.
This description is, however, not particularly useful since
the absolute coordinates are irrelevant from a chemical
point of view, and instead, a description in terms of
distances, bond- and torsion-angles is preferred, which
moreover has the property of being invariant under rotations and translations of the structure. However for a
structure consisting of m atoms, an arbitrary specification
of m distances d1:m , m bond angles b1:m and m torsion
angles 1:m may lead to a structure with inner conflicts
since the structure is uniquely described with fewer parameters.
The aim of this subsection is to describe the relations
between torsion angles, bond angles and distances for an
m-membered ring. An understanding of these relations
allow us to suggest priors on ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ, see Subsection
3.4.2, that only charge physically coherent molecules, or to
produce samples of these parameters that fulfill the physical
restrictions, see Subsection 4.2.
Some background and definitions are needed. We begin
in Subsection A.1.1 by defining the concept of torsion and
bond angles. In Subsection A.1.2, we explain what are the
angles and distances required to build sequentially an
m-membered ring. In Subsection A.1.3 we deduce
an sequential procedure that expresses the coordinates, in
one reference Cartesian system, of all m atoms in terms of
the torsion angles, bond angles and distances and obtain in
that way an operational description of the mapping F
introduced in Equation (7).
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Figure 8. Two local Cartesian coordinate system are displayed. System Sk determined by Pk 2, Pk1 and Pk and
system Sk þ1 determined by Pk 1, Pk and Pk þ1 .

A.1.1. Definitions and notation
Consider, for a given Cartesian system, four distinct points
Pk2 ; Pk1 ; Pk ; Pkþ1 2 R3 . Introduce the vectors ~
a; ~
b and ~
c
Pk1  Pk2
kPk1  Pk2 k
Pk  Pk1
~
b¼
kPk  Pk1 k
Pkþ1  Pk
~
c¼
kPkþ1  Pk k

~
a¼

see Figure 8.
DEFINITION A.1. The torsion angle or dihedral angle
TorðPk2 ; Pk1 ; Pk ; Pkþ1 Þ for a sequence of four points
Pk2 ; Pk1 ; Pk ; Pkþ1 is, expressed in terms of ~
a; ~
b and ~
c,
TorðPk2 ; Pk1 ; Pk ; Pkþ1 Þ
00
1


1
 
~
a ~
cþ ~
a~
b ~
b ~
c
C 1 C
BB


¼ arg@@
A;
A
0
~
~
a  b ~
c
where the arg function denotes the planar angle between
two vectors and takes its values in ð; . In this Appendix,
we will use the shorter notation k2; k1; k; kþ1 for
TorðPk2 ; Pk1 ; Pk ; Pkþ1 Þ.
Note that the torsion angle between ~
a; ~
b and ~
c is undefined
~
~
if (b and ~
c) or (~
a and b) are parallel.
For an intuitive geometric interpretation of the torsion
angle k2; k1; k; kþ1 consider two planes A and B spanned by
respectively Pk2 ; Pk1 ; Pk and Pk1 ; Pk ; Pkþ1 , the torsion angle
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k2; k1; k; kþ1 unites the two planes by rotating the plane A
around ~
b by an angle k2; k1; k; kþ1 2 ð; .
DEFINITION A.2. The bond angle bk1; k; kþ1 between
Pk1 ; Pk ; Pkþ1 is the numerical value of the planar angle
ﬀPk1 Pk Pkþ1 , which expressed in terms of ~
b and ~
c is
 
b;~
c j
bk1; k; kþ1 ¼ BindðPk1 ; Pk ; Pkþ1 Þ ¼ jarg ~
DEFINITION A.3. The distance dk1; k between Pk1 ; Pk is the
euclidian distance kPk  Pk1 k.

A.1.2. Sequential specification of a molecule through
torsion angles, bond angles and distances
Assume we want to build an m-membered ring, how many
torsion angles, bond angles and distances do we have to
specify? To define the relative positions of the first two
atoms, it is enough to specify the distance d1; 2 . The position
of the third atom will be fixed if we specify further d2; 3 and
the bond angle b1; 2; 3 , while to position the fourth atom we
will need d2; 4 , b2; 3; 4 and the torsion angle 1; 2; 3; 4 . From there
on, an additional atom requires the specification of one more
distance, one more bond angle and one more torsion angle.
The procedure is summarized in
d1; 2

d2; 3 ; b1; 2; 3

d3; 4 ; b2; 3; 4

dk1; k ; bk2; k1; k

½1; 2; 3; 4 

½k3; k2; k1; k 

P1 ! P2 ! P3 ! P4 ! . . . ! Pk ! . . .
As a conclusion, we can build sequentially an m-membered
ring if we specify the first m  1 distances, m  2 bond angles
and m  3 torsion angles.

A.1.3. Description of the F mapping
The goal of this subsection is to obtain a description of the F
mapping that relates the torsion angles, bond angles and
distances of an m-membered ring through
ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ ¼ Fð1:m3 ; b1:m2 ; d1:m1 Þ
For any k ¼ 3; . . . ; m, we associate to the sequence of three
points Pk2 ; Pk1 and Pk , the local Cartesian system Sk , with
an orthonormal basis ~
x Sk , ~
y Sk and ~
z Sk , such that the origin is
!
S
k
in Pk , the vectors Pk1 Pk and ~
z are parallel and pointing in
!
!
the same direction, and such that ðPk2 Pk1  Pk1 Pk Þ and
~
y Sk are parallel and pointing in the same direction. In Figure 8
the local Cartesian coordinate system Sk is specified by
(X; Y; Z).
The description of F will involve the characterization of
the coordinates of the m atoms of the ring in Sm , in terms of
the first m  1 distances, m  2 bond angles and m  3
torsion angles.
PROPOSITION A.1. The coordinates of P1 ; . . . ; Pm in Sm can be
obtained sequentially by the following algorithm
Initialization: Consider the coordinates of P1 ; P2 and P3 in S3 :
3
PS
1 ¼ d1; 2 sin b1; 2; 3 ; 0; d1; 2 cos b1; 2; 3  d2; 3

0

3
PS
2 ¼ 0; 0; d2; 3

0

0
3
PS
3 ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ
Sk
k
For k ¼ 3 to m  1, do: ] From the coordinates ðPS
1 ; . . . ; Pk Þ of
Skþ1
Skþ1
P1 ; . . . ; Pk in Sk , deduce the coordinates ðP1 ; . . . ; Pk Þ of
P1 ; . . . ; Pk in Skþ1 , through the relation, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; k,
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kþ1
PS
i



k
k
¼ Bbk1; k; kþ1 Ak2; k1; k; kþ1 PS
¼ TSk ;Skþ1 PS
i
i þ Cdk; kþ1
ð17Þ

with
2

Ak2; k1; k; kþ1

cos k2; k1; k; kþ1
¼ 4 sin k2; k1; k; kþ1
0

3
0
05
1

 sin k2; k1; k; kþ1
cos k2; k1; k; kþ1
0

whereas
2

Bbk1; k; kþ1

 cos bk1; k; kþ1
¼4
0
sin bk1; k; kþ1

0
1
0

3
 sin bk1; k; kþ1
5
0
 cos bk1; k; kþ1

kþ1
and Cdk; kþ1 ¼ ð0; 0; dk; kþ1 Þ0 . Moreover set Pkþ1
¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ0 .

S

Proof. Proposition A.1 is easily deduced from the following
lemma:
LEMMA A.2. Let P a point of R3 , its coordinates in Sk and Skþ1
are related through
k
PSkþ1 ¼ TSk ;Skþ1 PSk ¼ Bbk1; k; kþ1 Ak2; k1; k; kþ1 PS
i þ Cdk; kþ1

ð18Þ
where Ak2; k1; k; kþ1 , Bbk1; k; kþ1 and Cdk; kþ1 are defined in Proposition
A.1.
Proof. From the definition of Sk and Skþ1 it is easily checked
that
zSkþ1 ¼   bk1; k; kþ1
arg ~
zSk ;~
;
arg ~
ySk ; ~
ySkþ1 ¼ k2; k1; k; kþ1
see Figure 8, where Sk is indicated with X; Y; Z and Skþ1
indicated with U; V; W. Hence we can transform Skþ1 into
Sk , by the rotation of angle k2; k1; k; kþ1 around ~
zSk , next
by the rotation of angle ð  bk1; k; kþ1 Þ around ~
ySk and
finally by the translation of vector ð0; 0; dk; kþ1 Þ0 . These
transformations are presented graphically in Figure 9. Let
us denote by TSk ;Skþ1 the resulting transformation, composition of the two rotations and the translation. It is easy to
check that, since the angles and distances are preserved by
rotations and translations, the coordinates of a given point P
in Skþ1 are equal to the coordinates of its image TSk ;Skþ1 ðPÞ in
Sk . We deduce Equation (18) after checking that Ak2; k1; k; kþ1 ,
Bbk1; k; kþ1 and Cdk; kþ1 are the matrices of the involved rotations
and translation.
We are now able to provide an operational description of F
which will suit our purposes:
Starting from the first m  3 torsion angles 1:m3 , the first
m  2 bond angles b1:m2 and the first m  1 distances d1:m1
that define a ring A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Am (the convention used to
number the torsion-, bond angles and distances in such a
ring is described in (4)–(6)), use the algorithm described in
Proposition A.1 to obtain the coordinates of the m atoms
A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Am in Sm . Deduce from these coordinates the
remaining
m2:m ¼ m2; m1; m; 1 ; m1; m; 1; 2 ; m; 1; 2; 3
bm1:m ¼ bm1; m; 1 ; bm; 1; 2 dm ¼ dm; 1
This provides
ð1:m ; b1:m ; d1:m Þ ¼ Fð1:m3 ; b1:m2 ; d1:m1 Þ

ð19Þ
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Figure 9. The decomposition of the transformation TS k ; Sk þ1 of a structure Pk2 ; Pk 1 ; Pk ; Pk þ1 ,
described in the proof of Lemma A.2: starting from (a), the structure is rotated around ~
z Sk by
S
k
k 2; k1; k; k þ1 , resulting in (b), next rotated by angle ð  bk 1; k ; k þ1 Þ around y~ resulting in (c)
and finally translated to the origin of S k , (d).

A.2. Acceptance probabilities
We present the log acceptance probabilities logð Þ for the
different move-types in the Reversible Jump implementation
for the m-membered ring structures application. The
expressions follow to some extent the presentation from
Reference [13].
Let l, p and f denote the likelihood, the prior- and
proposal-distributions respectively.  indicates the proposed state and is the current state of the sampler. The
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

probability of accepting the value  given that we are
currently in the state is given by ¼ minðr; 1Þ, where
logðrÞ ¼ log lð1:n j



Þ þ logðpð  ÞÞ  logð f ð

 log lð1:n j Þ  logðpð ÞÞ þ logð f ð j



j ÞÞ


ÞÞ

ð20Þ

The Subsections A.2.1 and A.2.2 contain descriptions of the
proposal distributions and the deduced expressions for
logðrÞ for the fixed k moves and the birth/death moves.
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A.2.1. Fixed k moves

As a consequence,

For w1:k :

log p 1:k;1:ðm3Þ ; b1:k;1:ðm2Þ ; d1:k;1:ðm1Þ

(a) Proposal: Normalized multiplicative perturbation Log
normalð0; Þ, for details, see Reference 13,
 
k
X
w
log f w1:k j w1:k  log f w1:k j w1:k ¼
log i
wi
i¼1

 log p 1:k;1:ðm3Þ ; b1:k;1:ðm2Þ ; d1:k;1:ðm1Þ
"
k
m2
X
X b2  b2  2b ðbci  b Þ
ci
ci
i
ci
¼
b
2
c¼1 i¼1
#
m1 2
d

X
dci  d2
i  2i ðdci  dci Þ
þ
2 d
i¼1

(b) Prior: Dirichlet (DðÞ with 1:k1 ¼ 1)
log p w1:k

 logðpðw1:k ÞÞ ¼

 
k
X
w
ði  1Þlog i ¼ 0
wi
i¼1

(c) logðrÞ:
logðrÞ ¼ log lð1:n j  Þ  log lð1:n j Þ
"
k
m
2 2
b

X
X
bci  b2
ci  2i ðbci  bci Þ
þ
b
2
c¼1 i¼1
#
m1
X d2  d2  2d ðdci  d Þ
ci
ci
ci
i
þ
2 d
i¼1

(c) logðrÞ:
logðrÞ ¼ log lð1:n j



Þ  log lð1:n j Þ þ

k
X

log

i¼1

 
wi
wi

For ð1:k;1:m ; b1:k;1:m ; d1:k;1:m Þ:

For 21:k :

(a) Proposal: For ð1:k;1:m3 ; b1:k;1:m2 ; d1:k;1:m1 Þ, normal perturbation






  N 0; 2   N 0; 2b   N 0; 2d
1:k 1:ðm3Þ

1:k 1:ðm2Þ

1:k 1:ðm1Þ

ð1:k;m2:m ; b1:k;m1:m ; d1:k;m Þ,

As for the remaining
they are
computed from the deterministic mapping, for all 1 c k,




ð21Þ
c;1:m ; bc;1:m ; dc;1:m ¼ F c;1:m3 ; bc;1:m2 ; dc;1:m1 ;
described in Subsection A.1.3.
Moreover we add, as described in Subsection 4.2, an additional restriction on the candidate, namely it should satisfy,
for all c ¼ 1; . . . ; k and i ¼ 1; . . . ; m,
h
h
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃi
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃi
dc;i 2 id  2 d
bc;i 2 ib  2 b
For candidates that satisfy Equation (21), it is easy to prove
that


f 1:k;1:m ; b1:k;1:m ; d1:k;1:m j 1:k;1:m ; b1:k;1:m ; d1:k;1:m


¼ f 1:k;1:m3 ; b1:k;1:m2 ; d1:k;1:m1 j 1:k;1:m3 ; b1:k;1:m2 ; d1:k;1:m1
ð22Þ
Moreover,
log f

1:k;1:ðm3Þ ; b1:k;1:ðm2Þ ; d1:k;1:ðm1Þ

j

1:k;1:ðm3Þ ; b1:k;1:ðm2Þ ; d1:k;1:ðm1Þ
 log f 1:k;1:ðm3Þ ; b1:k;1:ðm2Þ ; d1:k;1:ðm1Þ j
1:k;1:ðm3Þ ; b1:k;1:ðm2Þ ; d1:k;1:ðm1Þ ÞÞ ¼ 0

(b) Prior: for ð1:k;1:m3 ; b1:k;1:m2 ; d1:k;1:m1 Þ


b
  U ð; Þ  N 1:ðm2Þ
; b Idm2
1:k 1:ðm3Þ
1:k


d
; d Idm1
 N 1:ðm1Þ
1:k

As for the remaining ð1:k;m2:m ; b1:k;m1:m ; d1:k;m Þ, they are
deduced from the deterministic mapping, for all 1 c k,




c;1:m ; bc;1:m ; dc;1:m ¼ F c;1:m3 ; bc;1:m2 ; dc;1:m1
described in Subsection A.1.3.
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(a) Proposal: Normalized multiplicative distribution Log
normalð0; Þ
 2 
k
 

 
 X

2
2
2
2
log f 1:k j 1:k  log f 1:k j 1:k
log c2
¼
c
c¼1
(b) Prior: Inverse Gamma (JGð; Þ)
log p
þ

2
1:k

 log p

21:k


k 
1X
1
1

 c¼1 2c 2
c

k
X



2c
¼ ð þ 1Þ
log 2
c
c¼1



(c) logðrÞ:
logðrÞ ¼ log lð1:n j



Þ  log lð1:n j Þ


k
k 
X
2c
1X
1
1
þ
log 2

þ
c
 c¼1 2c 2
c
c¼1


A.2.2. Birth or death moves
Birth: For k components, the proposal for the k þ 1-th component is constructed by drawing respectively
1. wkþ1  Beð1; kÞ followed by
a re-normalization
w1:kþ1 ¼ ðð1  wkþ1 Þw1:k ; wkþ1 Þ.
2. For ðkþ1;1:m3 ; bkþ1;1:m2 ; dkþ1;1:m1 Þ,




b
d
 U ð; Þ  N 1:ðm2Þ
; b Idm2  N 1:ðm1Þ
; d Idm1
1:ðm3Þ

As for the remaining ðkþ1;m2:m ; bkþ1;m1:m ; dkþ1;m Þ, they are
deduced from the deterministic mapping,




kþ1;1:m ; bkþ1;1:m ; dkþ1;1:m ¼ F kþ1;1:m3 ; bkþ1;1:m2 ; dkþ1;1:m1
described in Subsection A.1.3.
3. 2
kþ1  JGð; Þ.
The expression of the acceptance probability for the birthdeath move is deduced as in Reference [9], Pd ðk þ 1Þ and
Pb ðkÞ respectively being the death probability in space k þ 1
and the birth probability in space k. Pd ðk þ 1Þ and Pb ðkÞ were
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chosen such that Pd ðk þ 1Þ ¼ Pb ðkÞ ¼ c for k ¼ 1; . . . ; kmax
otherwise Pd ð1Þ ¼ 0 and Pb ðkmax Þ ¼ 0
P ðkþ1Þ

ðk þ 1Þ!lð1:n j 1: kþ1 Þpð 1: kþ1 Þ dkþ1 1
Pb ðkÞ pðuÞ
k!lð1: n j 1: k Þpð 1: k Þ
lð1:n j 1: kþ1 Þ Pd ðk þ 1Þ pð 1: kþ1 Þ
¼
lð1: n j 1: k Þ Pb ðkÞ pð 1: k ÞpðuÞ
lð1:n j 1: kþ1 Þ Pd ðk þ 1Þ
¼
lð1: n j 1: k Þ Pb ðkÞ

r¼

As for the death move, a component is chosen randomly
among the existing components and is killed with probability 1=r, where r is given above.
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